I. INTRODUCTION
Although dynamo research is essentially motivated by observations from planetary and stellar dynamos, the conditions that prevail in such natural objects cannot be reproduced in the laboratory. Experiments and numerics can only be run in quite different parameter regimes, but they both provide useful insights into the features of natural dynamos. Experiments cannot be rotated as fast as real systems do, convective motion cannot be as strong, etc, but they run with real fluids and probe quantities that cannot be accessed from remote observations of natural dynamos. Numerical experiments record the complete dynamical fields in space and time (but at quite removed parameter values) while laboratory experiments but probe a limited part of the velocity and magnetic fields, u, B. The two approaches are complementary and have been associated in most recent works. Numerical development are reported in several contributions to this volume. We focus here on the specific issues involved in the actual implementation of an experimental dynamo and recall the findings of recent studies. The reader is also referred to reviews that have recently been published [1] [2] [3] [4] .
In order for a dynamo to be self-sustained, the production of induced currents by fluid motions must overcome the resistive Joule dissipation. This condition sets an instability threshold, requiring that the magnetic Reynolds number of the flow (R M = UL/λ) exceeds a critical value R c M -U and L are characteristic velocity and length and λ is the magnetic diffusivity. An energy-based criterion for generation inside a sphere gives a lower bound values impose that the Joule resistive scale is very much larger than the hydrodynamic viscous length. It is therefore tempting to perform some kind of sub-scale average of the action of the turbulent velocity field. Then (b) leads to an effective magnetic diffusivity that could be much larger than the molecular value. These considerations have raised doubts on the very existence of fully turbulent dynamos [8] .
One alternative is to engineer flow configurations that will preserve flow patterns which are essential for the dynamo generation. The design of the Riga and Karlsruhe experiments have been made to ensure that the time-averaged flow field resembles laminar flows which are kinematic dynamo solutions [1, 2] . These pioneering studies have validated the principle of a fluid dynamo, and have shown many fundamental dynamo properties. The threshold for dynamo action has been found to be in good agreement with predictions, showing the predominance of the large scales in their dynamo processes.
Another possibility, often explored in the geophysics community, is provided by strongly rotating flows. In this case, the Proudman-Taylor constrain may be able to prevent the development of strong three-dimensional turbulent fluctuations. This effect may even be strengthened by the generation of a dynamo dipole with its axis parallel to the rotation vector. Experiments in rotating Couette flows are studied in Grenoble and Maryland. Preliminary studies have not shown self-generation, but have pointed to the existence of waves in these strong rotating and magnetized flows: inertial, magneto-rotational, Alfvèn, etc.
Their role regarding dynamo self-generation has yet to be elucidated.
The VKS experiments have shown that it is possible to generate a dynamo from fully turbulent motions. Its characteristics have not been predicted by studies based on the timeaveraged flow pattern, although it is believed that helicity and differential rotation do play a leading role. The existence of fully turbulent motions has a major impact on the power requirements of the experiment. In the limit of very high R V values, the hydrodynamic power consumption (below dynamo threshold) scales as P = ρL 2 U 3 (ρ is the fluid's density), leading to magnetic Reynolds number R M = µσ(P L/ρ) 1/3 (µ and σ are the magnetic permeability and electrical conductivity of the fluid, so that λ = 1µσ is its magnetic diffusivity) . Engineering difficulties typically scale with the size L of the experiment, while operational costs are best associated with the power input P . Then, the above scaling shows that in order to reach high R M values, one should use a fluid with the best electrical conductivity and lowest density (hence the use of liquid sodium), with size and power con-3 sumption only contributing to the one-third power. R M ∼ 10 requires power inputs of the order 100 kW. As a result, it is easily realized that highly overcritical regimes will not be achieved in laboratory studies using conventional fluids [9] : experiments aim at reaching for the neighborhood of the threshold for dynamo onset. The above scaling R M (P ) shows that highly supercritical regimes cannot be reached. In addition, it implies that once a geometry has been chosen, small variations in R c M can have a huge impact on the power or the size of the flow needed to reach self-generation. As a result, all experiments have been thoroughly optimized to have the lowest possible critical magnetic Reynolds number. This is a noteworthy peculiarity of the study of this hydromagnetic instability: energy and engineering constrains are such that one is not able to increase at will the control parameter of the instability; one must also choose conditions such that the thresholds is within the capacity of the selected setup. In this respect, the details of flow entrainment and the adjustement boundary conditions have been essential to all dynamo experiments so far.
We will first review the main induction processes that have been evidenced in fully turbulent MHD flows, before discussing the findings of dynamo experiments. We illustrate most features using measurements in the swirling flow generated in the gap between coaxial impellers inside a cylinder -the von Kármán flow geometry that we have studied using gallium or sodium as working fluid.
II. MAGNETIC INDUCTION AND DYNAMO ISSUES
Magnetohydrodynamics solves the coupled set of induction and momentum equations:
where λ = 1/µ 0 σ is the magnetic diffusivity of the fluid with density ρ, j the electrical current, and f is the forcing term (which may include Coriolis or buoyancy forces if rotation / convective effects must be included). Flows of liquid metals as considered in the experiments discussed here are incompressible so that the velocity and magnetic fields are divergence free.
Boundary conditions correspond to no-slip for the hydrodynamic field (the velocity at the boundary is equal to the velocity of the boundary), with the magnetic boundary conditions set by the characteristics of the boundary (electrical conductivity σ b , magnetic permittivity 
where the magnetic permittivity and electrical conductivity depend on position. Taking the curl of the above equation yields the induction equation in an inhomogenous medium:
with λ = 1/µσ, and it will be pointed out below that boundary conditions are essential for the interpretation of measurements of magnetic induction [5] [6] [7] .
A. Induction processes
Despite efforts that are bow almost a century old, research has so far failed to establish sufficient conditions for dynamo action -some necessary conditions have been provided by anti-dynamo theorems. In this context, work has been aimed at uncovering efficient induction processes that could co-operate towards dynamo generation. In these studies an external field B A is applied, and one analyses magnetic response, i.e. the induced field B I .
For simplicity, the applied field is often homogeneous. We review in this section essential mechanisms that have been uncovered, with examples drawn from our own studies of the von Kármán flows generated inside a cylinder by the rotation of coaxial impellers, cf. figure 1.
In these studies the applied field is low, so that the effect of the Lorentz force can essentially be neglected in the fluid's momentum equation. The magnetic response probes the structure of the velocity gradients and boundary conditions.
Shear and ω-effect
One mechanism is the shearing of magnetic field lines by velocity gradients, i.e. with [10] . Flows are generated by the independent rotation of 2 coaxial impellers (co-or counter-rotating) in a cylinder -the aspect ratio is one, with a cylinder diameter equal to the distance between the impellers.
Depending on the configurations, the resulting mean flows have azimuthal and meridional profiles similar to the s 1,2 t 1,2 types considered by Duddley and James [11] for dynamo generation. Note that these flows are strongly turbulent [12] ; discussion in this section are restricted to the mean Another crucial mechanism is the 'stretch and twist' effect [15] : helical motions can deform initially straight magnetic field lines into loops which are associated with induced currents parallel to the applied field, j I ∝ B A . This non-linear effect was first tested experimentally by Steenbeck [16] in an arrangement with interlaced channels -note that in this original setup the local helicity h = u · (∇ × u) is strictly zero everywhere, so that the magnetic field diffusion is essential in this process.
This Parker-effect has also been observed directly in von Kármán experiments [17, 18] :
the flow is generated inside a cylinder by the rotation of one disk at one end of the cylinder; it acts as a centrifugal pump so that fluid is drawn in a swirling motion along the cylinder axis. As expected the induced magnetic field varies quadratically with the flow velocity, evolution of magnetic field orientation in the measurement (the lines give the local direction of the magnetic field inside the vessel), from reference [21] ; (c) equivalent numerical simulation from [20] .
The boxed region is the one probed experimentally in (b), at increasing R M values.
Electrical boundary conditions
Boundary conditions play an important role, particularly in the way induced currents flow in the system. As a result, induced magnetic field measured by a local probe come from an overall distribution of induced currents rather than from a local deformation of applied magnetic field lines. This can be clearly illustrated again using the von Kármán geometry with counter-rotating impellers and a transverse applied field -figure 5(a1). The deformation associated with differential rotation corresponds to an axial current sheet in the mid-plane, as in figure 5(a2,3) . In turn, these currents generate induced field near the insulating boundary (shown in figure 5(a4)) at a right angle from the applied field [7, 18] .
This effect, which source traces back to the ∇λ × (∇ × B) term in equation (4), varies linearly with the magnetic Reynolds number as does its source -the differential rotation, and the effect has been accurately treated in several numerical simulations [22, 23, 45] . Inhomogeneities in the magnetic boundary conditions, which appear to favour dynamo action [59] have been considered in numerical studies [24, 25] but need to be probed in more details experimentally. 
Discussion
The above induction mechanisms have been the building blocks of dynamo experiments so far -and this has motivated their presentation. A detailed discussion of induction in MHD is outside the scope of this review, but the following remarks may be helpful in regards to experimental investigations: -At low R M , induction is linear in the velocity gradients and can thus be used to probe them. This is a very useful feature for the study for hydrodynamics in liquid metals, for which velocimetry techniques are not as well developed as for conventional liquids. For instance, it has recently been used in the Grenoble and Maryland experiments for the study of waves in spherical Couette flows [26] .
-Induction from uniform applied field may mask non-local features of the induction process, for which magnetic field advection is as important as line deformation. In addition, the presence of the Laplacian term in the induction equation performs some kind of averaging since at low P M the resistive scale is much larger than the turbulence viscous cut-off. Advection effects from localized magnetic field sources have been studied in the VKS experiment [28] ; field transport can reach distances larger than the flow integral scale and cause significant magnetic intermittency when turbulence is present.
-It has been observed in several instances (cf. [29] ) that the induced magnetic field within the flow can reach values higher than the applied field. However, these situations were not necessarily associated with dynamo self-generation. In other words, flows can have very efficient field amplification factors without dynamo property (an analytic example is the case of a plane flow with diverging streamlines from a point source which would strongly amplify any toroidal magnetic field). In fact, an experimental criterion for the proximity of a dynamo threshold is still lacking. The decay time of applied magnetic field pulses has been studied by the Maryland group [30], but in conditions where dynamo generation was not reached so it is not yet known how theses decay time would diverge near onset and how.
B. Mean-field MHD
We now discuss separately the case of the mean-field MHD approach and its consequences.
The reason is that it proposes an efficient treatment of the effects of turbulence and that it has been very successfully used in the modelling of stellar dynamos -e.g. [33] . There has thus been some strong motivation to test it experimentally.
We first recall the basics of mean-field MHD, readers being referred to [5, 31, 32] for a more complete presentation. One splits the velocity and magnetic fields into an ensemble average and a fluctuating component: u = u + u ′ and B = B + B ′ ,
where the mean electromotive force E = u ′ × B ′ can be computed after solving the equation for the fluctuating part of the magnetic field:
In the above equation, one then usually invokes scale separation between flow sizes at which velocity gradients are effective and the global scale at which magnetic effects are considered.
One then makes the assumption that the mean e.m.f. can be expanded in terms of the mean 11 magnetic field B and its spatial derivatives. For very general situations in the presence of a mean flow this is quite a complex task, often guided by symmetry considerations [32] .
Usually, the first two terms of the expansion are retained, corresponding to -the so-called alpha-effect, i.e. the possibility to generate induced currents which are parallel to the large scale field, via an emf E = α(u)B. For instance, such current have the ability to generate a poloidal magnetic field from an azimuthal one (as cooperative Parker effect from small scales), a very interesting feature for the modelization of natural dynamos.
-the 'beta-effect', which corresponds to a contribution to the induced mean emf related to the gradients of B, E ∝ β(u)(∇ × B). This term represents a potential additional diffusion of the magnetic field, over the molecular Joule effect.
In cases where the flow geometry is prescribed in a simple enough form, the α term can be computed analytically. This is the case computed by Roberts [34] , for a flow consisting of an array of columns in which the motions are helical with alternate axial and angular velocities, but unchanged helicity. This effect is the basis of the Karlsruhe dynamo experiment [35, 36] , The picture is somewhat different in flows where helicity evolves freely. For homogeneous (but not mirror-symmetric) turbulence, α can be computed in terms of the helicity spectrum of the flow [5] . For more complex geometry (in particular when mean flow motions are also present) a formal derivation of the α tensor has been performed using symmetry arguments [32] . Some contributions have been tested experimentally in the Perm spin-down experiment [39, 40] , figure 6(a): liquid Gallium is spun inside a torus which is suddenly halted; as the liquid moves with respect to the vessel, it flows past mechanical diverters which impart a global screw motion -then helicity is often assumed to cascade down to smaller scales [41] . Analysis of the magnetic field induced by an applied toroidal field is shown in figure 6 (b) where the induced field is monitored in the spin-down regime ??. The α value measured experimentally is much lower than predictions derived by the mean-field theory. In addition, the main contribution traces back to the large scale inhomogeneity of the velocity gradients, rather than to the small scale helicity distribution.
Direct measurements of the β effect have been performed in two experiments. In a first one at very moderate turbulent Reynolds number, an increase of the molecular diffusion by a few percent has been claimed [43] . A more recent, and far more detailed experimental study, has been performed by the Perm group. It show a correction to the molecular magnetic diffusivity of 1% at most [44] -figure 6(c). The scaling with magnetic Reynolds number was found to be in agreement with mean-field theory expressions, but the amplitude again much smaller than predicted. Finally, an indirect estimation of the effect of turbulence on magnetic diffusivity is provided by the dynamo onset in the Karlsruhe and Riga experiments:
in both cases the threshold was found to be in excellent agreement with predictions based on a laminar mean flow, i.e. neglecting small-scale turbulent fluctuations. The field at saturation however, was observed to be in good agreement with a balance of the Lorentz force by the turbulent fluctuations (inertial term) [69] .
There is thus experimental indications that for flows of liquid metals at moderate magnetic Reynolds numbers, the effects that can be attributed to small-scale turbulence are actually smaller than predicted by the mean-field MHD theory. It does not mean that tur-13 bulence does not play a role in experimental dynamos. On the contrary, we will show that the VKS dynamo cannot be attributed to the mean (time-averaged) flow motions. In addition, induction measurements made in the Madison experiment [46] have directly evidenced the existence of a turbulent emf: an induced dipole moment has been measured in response to an axisymmetric magnetic field -with Cowling's theorem [47] showing that it cannot be attributed to axisymmetric flow motions. These are indications that, at least for low P M fluids, the turbulent and non-stationary fluctuations in the vicinity of the large scales may play a dominant role in the induction processes.
C. A synthetic dynamo
We conclude this section with an example of a dynamo based on an arrangement initially proposed by Bullard [48] , and in which the dynamo cycle is viewed as a series of magnetic induction steps. An initial magnetic seed field B 0 , transported and stretched by the velocity gradients gives rise to an induced magnetic field component B 1 , which in turn generates an induced field B 2 , etc. until eventually the contribution after n steps B n reinforces B 0 [45] .
If this feedback process is efficient enough, B 0 is self-sustained (it is the neutral mode of the dynamo instability).
In the spirit of Bullard's design, we use the differential rotation in the von Kármán flow with two counter rotating disks. It advects and stretches an externally applied axial field B z , generating a toroidal component B θ . This induced field is used to drive a power source which generates the current in the Helmholtz coils creating B z -cf. figure 7 . Hence, part of the dynamo cycle is generated by an external feed-back: one prescribes the mechanism by which a toroidal magnetic field generates an induced poloidal one. The feedback loop from the induced toroidal field to the applied axial one has an adjustable gain which selects the magnetic Reynolds number for dynamo onset. The flow turbulence is included in the poloidal to toroidal conversion (ω-effect) and has a leading role. Another feature of this arrangement is that saturation of the dynamo is not at present reached after a modification of the flow field, but rather when the source of electrical current in the external coils has reached its limit value I max . The effect of turbulence are thus best isolated in the vicinity of onset [50, 51] :
(i) the bifurcation to dynamo proceeds via an on-off scenario,
(ii) the birfurcation is very much dependent on the geometry and dynamics of the von Kármán flow fluctuations. Both homopolar or reversing dynamos have been observed depending on the presence of additive noise in the induction process -see figure 7 . This is in agreement with recent models of on-off bifurcations [52] .
III. DYNAMO EXPERIMENTS A. The Riga experiments
The arrangement in Riga is inspired by the Ponomarenko kinematic dynamo [53, 54] dynamo was first observed during summer 2000.
For a fluid in axial translation at velocity U z while rotating at speed U θ in a cylinder of radius R, the threshold for (Ponomarenko) self-generation in magnetic Reynolds number
, and the bifurcation is a Hopf one: the magnetic field at onset is oscillatory. This is very close to the threshold (17.6) 
B. The Karlsruhe experiment
Like the previous one, the Karlsruhe experiment is designed to replicate a velocity field with a topology that is known to generate a dynamo. Here, the flow field traces back to a calculation by G.O. Roberts [34] for a period array of vortices with the same helicity. This arrangement was later adapted by F. Busse for possible scenarii of the Earth dynamo, a possibility that motivated the Karlsruhe experiment. In practice each helical vortex is made of 2 concentric channels: one in which the flow is purely axial, and a surrounding one in which the fluid is guided in helical motion.
A very comprehensive review of the experiment and its findings can be found in [58] . parameter is used as a velocity characteristic scale, and L is the overall cross-section of the experiment). This is again very close to the value (8.2) predicted using several approaches based on a laminar flow structure [57] . The bifurcation is supercritical, with a (statistically) stationary magnetic field generated at onset. The magnetic field generated is of dipolar character, oriented perpendicular to the axis of the spin generators ('an equatorial dipole').
Measurement of the pressure and flow rates in the channels indicate an additional dissipation above onset which varies linearly with the flow rate, with an order of magnitude of about 10 kW at 10% over threshold [58] . As the dynamo field grows, a reduction of the flow velocity in the spin generators is also observed, however, the detailed mechanisms of the saturation of the instability are not known.
C. VKS experiment
The The flow is generated by rotating two impellers inside a cylindrical copper vessel -details are given in figure 10 . The impellers can be independantly driven up to typically 27 Hz by motors with 300 kW available power. When both impellers rotate at the same frequency F 1 = F 2 , the forcing is symmetric with respect to any rotation R π of π around any radial axis in its equatorial plane (x = 0). Otherwise, when F 1 = F 2 , the system is no longer R π -symmetric. For simplicity, we will also refer these situations as 'symmetric/asymmetric' cases.
A statistically steady turbulent dynamo
For symmetric forcing, one observes that as the rotation rate of the impellers
is increased above 17 Hz, the magnetic field inside the flow develops strong fluctuations and its main component (in the azimuthal direction at the probe location) grows and saturates to a mean values up to 100 G -figure 11. This value is about 100 times larger than the ambient magnetic field in the experimental hall, from which the flow volume is not shielded. The hundred-fold increase is also one order of magnitude larger that the induction effects and field amplification previously recorded in the VKS experiment with externally applied magnetic field, either homogeneously over the flow volume [67] or localized at the flow boundary [68] . The most salient features of the dynamo observed with a symmetric forcing are the following [59, 62, 64] :
-it appears via a supercritical bifurcation at R agreement with the expected B → −B symmetry of the equations) but once a direction of the dipole has been chosen at onset, no secondary bifurcation is observed as R M is increased to its maximum accessible value (R max M ∼ 50), -the amplitude of the field at saturation is in good agreement with a balance of the Lorentz force with the non-linear term in the Navier-Stokes equation [69] .
The observation that the magnetic field geometry for the symmetric VKS forcing is mainly dipolar has important implications. It strongly differs from the prediction of kinematic calculations based on the topology of the mean von Kármán flow which tends to favor a transverse dipole [45, 65, 66] . In addition, Cowling theorem [5] implies that it has not been generated by the mean flow motions alone. The axial symmetry, however, is what would be expected from an α − ω dynamo. The differential rotation induced by the counter-rotation of the impellers has the ability to generate an azimuthal field component from an axial magnetic field [18, 67] . The conversion by the α-effect of a toroidal field into a poloidal one is often thought to rely on helical flow motions, but the source of the α term in VKS is yet unclear. Several mechanisms have been proposed [64] and further measurements are underway.
Dynamical regimes for an asymmetric forcing
When the flow is forced with the impellers rotating at different rates, studies in waterpropotypes have shown that global rotation is imparted to the flow [70, 71] : there are strong similarities between the von Kármán flow forced by impellers rotating respectively at F 1 and F 2 in the laboratory frame or by impellers rotating at (F 1 + F 2 )/2 in a frame rotating at (F 1 − F 2 )/2. In addition, this asymmetric differential forcing brakes the R π symmetry.
The added degree of freedom gives access to a variety of dynamos with complex dynamical 21 regimes -they are shown in figure 12 using two independent Reynolds numbers built on the rotation rates of each impeller [64] . Regions where (statistically) stationary dynamos are generated alternate with regions for which the magnetic field is time dependent. Of particular interest is the region near |θ| ≡ 2|F 1 − F 2 |/(F 1 + F 2 ) = 0.16 where reversals of the dipole field are observed at irregular time intervals. This regime, which also includes excursions, bears some similarity with the behavior of the geodynamo [60] . Another very intriguing regime is reached in the same region where the dynamo has sudden 'bursts' between high and low fields states - figure 12(right part) . Both regimes are observed in a region where the flow has also two possible states [61] .
Further studies [63] have shown that these regimes can be interpreted as the development and interaction of few dynamo modes (essentially a dipole and a quadripole) when the flow is forced asymmetrically. The proximity of dipole and quadrupole modes in α − ω dynamos has been pointed out by many numerical studies [72] , and few-modes interactions have long been used to ascribe dynamical features to the dynamo instability [73] . For the case of the VKS dynamos, the onset of oscillatory behavior, the occurence of random reversals, have recenlty been described using a low dimensional model [74] .
D. Related dynamo experiments
Several other experiments are operated or in preparation world-wide.
• A setup similar to the VKS arrangement, but in a spherical volume, is studied by the group of Cary Forest at University of Wisconsin (USA). It has shown the possibility that turbulent motions induce an axial dipole from an applied external field [46] . flow evolutions consistent with a magneto-rotational instability [75] . A large spherical Couette experiment (with an outer sphere 3 meters in diameter) is planned; it will reach the highest accessible magnetic Reynolds numbers of all current experiments.
• A spherical Couette experiment is run in Grenoble (France)by the group of H.-C. Nataf, D. Jault and Ph. Cardin. The inner sphere contains a strong permanent magnet with the purpose of studying flows and magnetic regimes in conditions closer to the one which prevail in the Earth. The first measurements have evidenced a large variety of magneto-inertial waves [76] .
• At Institute of Continuous Media Mechanics in Perm (Russia), the team of Peter Frick has designed a spin-down helical flow inside a torus [39, 40] 
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develops and decays, as the fast-rotating torus is suddenly put to halt [77] . This flow has the potential to sustain a dynamo in the transient relaxation, and repeated realizations are expected to help understand the magnetic -velocity field interactions during the phases of growth, saturation and decay.
• In Socorro (New Mexico, USA), the team led by Sterling Colgate has designed a Couette flow operated with sodium, with the aim of generating an αω dynamo. Characterization of hydrodynamic flow transition have been carried out [79] .
There are also several sodium experiments intended to study the Magneto-Rotational 
